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We have produced this list comprising of cultivars bred here at Hokorawa, to give our overseas
visitors the opportunity to purchase 100% Kiwi cultivars.
We hold most of the stocks of these cultivars and the price is NZ dollars all inclusive of
inspection fees, postage etc. Two of the late Mr S.A. Free's outstanding cultivars are also
included.
Showtime 2YY1-2 R.G. Cull - Smooth Gold X
Our first successful seedling. Champion seedling Gisborne.
Smooth deep gold, strong grower, a must for early shows.

$35.00

Kiwi Gold 2YY 2-3 R.G. Cull Showtime X
Large yellow flower, smooth broad perianth. Quality.

$50.00

Kiwi Mist 1WW 2-3 R.G. Cull Early Mist X
Large outstanding trumpet, pure white, pointed perianth. The trumpet develops a
$200.00
delightful roll that does not split.

Desert Dream 1 YY 2-3 R.G. Cull
Smooth self yellow with a long trumpet finished with a nice flare.

$30.00

Bay Pink 2WP 2-3 R.G. Cull
Strong bold flower, large rose red pink cup, the most attractive pink We have ever seen.
$75.00
Slow increaser, an absolute gem in the garden.

Suffragette 3WYYO 2-3 R.G. Cull Dresden X
One of our most successful seedlings it has been shown throughout the country with many
champions to its name. A strong grower, multiplies like a weed and you will show almost
every flower. Consistent plus. $40.00

Tooth Fairy 3WWO 3-4 R.G. Cull
Large smooth flower with an orange band on the cup. Will always produce some show
$25.00
flowers.

Twelve Gauge 2YW 3-4 R.G. Cull
A reverse bicolour of outstanding quality, clean cut no frills, the cup is long and straight
like the barrel of a shotgun. Very few to offer.
$120.00

Cool Charm 3WY 3-4 R.G. Cull
This delightful small cup has slightly reflex perianth with a flat cup. Comes good every
year.
$75.00

Ann Carter 2WRR 3-4 R.G. Cull
This stiff wax like flower is of the purest white. The blood red goblet cup is the best
contrast we have seen. There is a hint of yellow at the base of the cup. This is a breeding
breakthrough in shape and colour and it's first seedlings have produced a startling colour
combination. We are still exploring its capabilities. $150.00

Hokorawa 2YYR 3-4 R.G. Cull Filmqueen X
This is the jewel in our crown. We think enough of it to give it our name. Champion
seedling 2YR and champion of champions at the National 1994. The stock is small but
appears consistent. We have not yet seen a poor flower. We think this one will go the
$500.00
distance and be winning for many years yet.

Whippersnapper 2WY 3-4 R.G. Cull ((intermediate)
A little beauty. Shows well with a giant constitution. Stands all weather on a strong stem
$30.00
and would make a wonderful garden plant.

Cracker 2YRR 2-3 (Intermediate) R.G. Cull
Very strong colour and delight in pots. Not a division 6 that grew too big for its boots!
$35.00

Rufus 6YR 2-3 J Tomlinson Charity May x Falstaff
It is hoped this lovely little flower will be accepted as an intermediate where we are sure it
$25.00
will be very happy and do well.

Airline 3WYO 2-3 S.A. Free
A perfect small cup, round smooth and consistent.

$50.00

Springfling 2YRR 2-3 A.M. S.A. Free Pillarbox X
This colourful large flower with a saucer flat orange cup that soon passes to deep red.
The beautiful flower happy to go to the show and a great garden companion as well. Has
done well with us for many years and we offer to share it with you. $25.00

